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Regrets In Life

So are 
regrets”

“Fear 
is stupid. 



Regrets In Life

foreword
“Never decline a social invitation even if it’s beyond your comfort zone.”

- excerpt from Regrets in Life, (2013)

IF YOU EVER WISHED (PRESENT DAY): you could rub a magic genie lamp and shape your future, your
way, in some respects within the charming folds of the following revealing stories you can! Come on, we’ve
heard time and time again, experience is our best teacher; but truth be told, it can be our worst nightmare
too, right?

Ever messed up real bad in a previous relationship, job or finances? There are probably some experiences
in your 20-something-year-old-self, you would like to rub out from existence or rewind to never have the
dreadful memory planted in mental space.

Let’s face it, we don’t have all the answers, but it sure would be accommodating to have a guide to help
you figure out some intermediate steps to a more fruitful YOU – in your near future. This book will offer
your indulging-mistake-making-YOLO-self just THAT.

If you’ve been fortunate to get out and live on your own, congrats. Then, you may already know the feel-
ing of company popping up on you and you weren’t quite prepared? The feeling of angst or things just not
in place can be unsettling. Now think of a time when you sat down to a special meal whether prepared by
someone special or at a favorite restaurant, all you had to do was walk in, order and enjoy, right? This book
is similar to that – a special yet simple meal already prepared for you, by people sharing their most intimate
to comedic personal tales, to SAVE YOU the trouble of some less favorable experiences and metaphoric re-
gurgitating meals.

Some of the simplest things we do now in our 20’s can pave the way for a much smoother arrival in our
30’s. 40’s and beyond; It doesn’t matter if you’ve come from good stock, affluent stock underprivileged or
mixed bag of stock. This book will teach/show you that stock Is stock, and what you choose to invest in
now, can create a better future for you regardless (of your stock).

Regrets in Life - What I Wish I Knew In My 20’s is not a help book, but rather an anti-hindrance guide,
much of what you do now, whether nonsensical or fear of making mistakes can actual stump your 20 some-
thing growth. This book takes a candid yet straight-with-no-chase introspective look into the many bloops,
blunders of our previous generation. Like the American classic film “Back to the Future” – you’ll hear from
voices from the future speak about their past. So don’t worry if you haven’t figured it all out yet, you’re not
alone – many of us in our 20’s and up would love to know what lies ahead and many of us spend a great
deal of our 20’s worrying about it or blowing it off.

You can save some of the regret (which is null) and fear (which is void) you are experiencing in your YOLO
world; this book is a candid introspective look as to how.

Foreword by Say Su
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Iam turning 30 in exactly
one week, so this question
hits home.

The only thing I regret in my 20's
is not taking more risks. I took a
ton of risks in my 20's from what
I studied in school to where I
lived to who I wanted to be. In
the end, I could have been more
fearless and more courageous to
be exactly who I wanted to be,
no matter what.

The only advice I can offer: Do
not listen to anyone else when
you make big life decisions. No

one knows you like you. When
you make a big decision, do not
listen to your parents, your sib-
lings, your friends, or anyone
else. It sounds absurd, but when
I look back on my 20's the best
decisions I made were ones I
made myself that were protested
by everyone around me.

When you can stand truly on
your own to make the correct
choice while everyone around
you is telling you that you're
wrong, you're doing it right.

- Daniel Wipert

Regrets In Life
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Iturned 30 not long ago. First, a few
things I do regret doing in my 20s:

BURNING BRIDGES: 
I burned quite a few bridges and friendships during my

20s. On its own, not the end of the world but it has come
back to haunt me a couple of times, mostly in terms of ca-
reer. Be careful.

TAKING FRIENDSHIPS FOR GRANTED: 
Your friends are precious. I didn't appreciate the ones I

had, didn't maintain relationships as I should have, and gen-
erally regret the way I treated some people. "I'm sorry" isn't
always enough, contrary to what you may have learned in
kindergarten. Don't be that guy/girl.

Those 2 regrets are similar/related but to me they de-
serve separate bullet points. Next, things I regret not doing
and/or knowing:

TRAVELLING: 
I wish I'd travelled a lot more. I've spent more than my

fair share of time flying across the country and back, but I
regret not having been to Japan, Europe, South-East Asia,
South America, etc. Travel as much as you can, it's worth
every penny and worth the debt.

ACADEMIA: 
I wish I'd put more effort into my educational opportu-

nities. I regret not taking advantage of everything that was
offered. Granted I had my own challenges to work with, but
still no excuses. Whatever educational opportunities you've
got, take 100% advantage of them. If you're in doubt, ask
yourself if you'd regret not doing it 10 years later. If your an-
swer is "maybe," then do it.

LOVE: 
This is a tough one for me, because I'm not sure that I'd do

anything differently. That said, I regret not having more per-
spective on things and a more real outlook on love. I regret
not treating a couple of exes as well as I maybe should have,
both during and after we dated. And I regret not being more
patient. Still, I'm not married so I still have the opportunity to
do this one properly. Take your time with love, it comes when
you're ready for it. Also, and this is critical, if you're unhappy
in a relationship, bail out, pull the ripcord and deploy your
parachute. You'll figure out what it is you need out of a part-
ner, don't settle down with one until you do.

CARPE DIEM: 
If you're in your early 20s right now, "Carpe Diem" is ba-

sically Latin for "YOLO," but with a lot more thoughtfulness

and a lot less "I don't give a f**k." Life's a series of moments
and I regret not appreciating each individual moment for
what they were. I spent too much time worrying and stress-
ing about "the future" when I really should have been en-
joying and/or dealing with my current circumstances, good
or bad.

GO HARD: 
You're in your 20s. You're still able to handle passing out

at 4 am and waking up for class/work at 8 am. So do it. Some
of your most amazing nights will be the ones you only re-
member 2/3s of. This isn't responsible advice, but it is real
advice. Go out. Party. Meet people. Have shots with
strangers. Let 35 year old lawyers buy you martinis even if
you've got things to do in the morning.

"Go hard" extends to most other aspects of your life. Into
sports? Go all in on them. Into academia? Go incredibly hard
in that. Basically, live with passion. Love every aspect of what
it is you do when you're doing it. Eat, sleep, breathe what
you do.

But don't Go Too Hard: There's a line that's easy to cross.
Learn where that line is and tread on it, but don't cross it. I
regret not learning this earlier than I did. Hint: You'll never
learn where the line is if you don't step over it once or twice.

MAKING MISTAKES: 
Make lots of them. You can still fix nearly all mistakes, so

long as you don't go too hard with them. Mistakes you
should probably avoid: academic dishonesty, criminal ones,
and mistakes that seriously physically injure you. You'll learn
more from your mistakes than anything else, so make them.

ASKING FOR HELP: 
I regret not learning to both recognize that I need help

and how to ask for help earlier than I did. There's zero shame
in saying "hey, I don't know how to handle this and need
some help." Yes, it's humbling and uncomfortable. You need
to be OK with it. Learning to ask for help will make your life
much easier and more comfortable.

FINANCIAL LITERACY: 
I don't know why the basics behind real financial literacy

aren't taught starting in middle school, but they're not. Learn
them. ASAP. Then learn more. If you're at university, major in
something you love, minor in philosophy and economics or
finance. The more you know here, the better off you are

STRATEGY: 
This isn't planning, it's higher level. I regret not setting

out end goals and a general strategy for how to achieve
them. I'm doing that now, but earlier would have been bet-
ter.

Regrets In Life
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FAMILY: 
I regret not putting more time and energy into family.

You only get one, so do what you can to be there with them.
Finally, a few things I don't regret doing:

RISKS: 
I took quite a few risks in my early-mid 20s. I don't

regret a single one, even if some ended up being incredibly
painful. Risk as much as you're comfortable risking, then risk
more.

MOVING ACROSS THE COUNTRY: 
Moving to the west coast was big for me. Should every-

one do it? No, but moving incredibly far away from home
was a huge learning experience and something I very much
recommend, if only temporarily.

Other things I don't regret, in no particular order: finding
and indulging my personal interest in logic, learning to ap-
preciate Zen beliefs, scaring myself, accepting as many op-
portunities to "hit it" as possible, and being good enough
to myself to have the opportunity to write answers like
these.

I hope some of that helps. I'd wish you good luck, but
you'll be fine.

- Simon Lavoie

Regrets In Life
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It's not regret. But looking back, it seems my life
would have been better if I had done / had known
these earlier:

On love: 
Leave an unhappy relationship. It's not about commitment.
It's about how to respect yourself.

On work: 
Quit an unhappy job. The feeling of being caged, de-

prived of the opportunity to learn new things simply be-
cause of your role - are not compensated by pay or even
gratification of supporting your loved ones.

On emotion: 
Appreciate, listen to, even indulge in emotions some-

times. It keeps a human life. No worries, we're rational
enough. Our brain is amazing.

On body: 
Have happy (safe) sex more and earlier. Play fun sports

more and earlier. Feeling a cramp in my leg once saved me
from depression due to overthinking.

On money: 
More is not better. There's a threshold over which you

feel secured and free to pursue your dreams. Work con-
stantly to lower this threshold. It frees you from constraints
that you set for yourself.

On desire/passion: 
It's OK that desire/passion changes over time. Someday

the dots can be linked. Before that, follow the passion even
as it takes leaps and seems without focus.

On fear: 
Never act/decide out of fear. You're doomed. Lying is an

example.

On people: 
Stay around those you want to become. If your network

is not given, create it yourself.

On human life: 
You can change your life. Be kind, be honest (to others

and to yourself ), be grateful. Genuine happiness triumphs.

Regret is a self-referencing concept in the sense that you
only become the person with regret because you were once
the person you now feel regret on. 

Maybe some journey must be traveled in order to learn
from it. Maybe we should be grateful that, finally, we realize
what we regret. Then everything is worth it.

Things I'm glad that I did early on:

On family: 
Invest in it heavily. They may disappoint you. But they're

(usually) there to cheer you up when the world disappoints
you. (maybe I'm the lucky one)

On knowledge: 
Read a lot. Study logic and philosophy. Master a second

language that represents a different culture. It changes the
way you think.

- Anonymous

Regrets In Life
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Not taking more risks.

Your 20s aren't like your 30s. You can afford to take more
chances, try more things, take more risks to find out who
you are and where you want to be.

Not taking more action.

I thought that navel-gazing would lead me to answers
to the existential angst which bugged me during my 20s.
Wrong. Acting and trying new things is the way to answers.

Not sleeping around more.

In your 30s, you and the people you meet are looking for
long-term commitment. If I were 20 again I'd stop looking
for 'the one true love' (what can I say, I was a romantic) and
look for more people to connect with, heart as well as body.
Pining around for someone who didn't love me back on a
off-on thing was a long waste of a few years.

Not taking care of my body more.

In your 20s, you're in that weird transition where your
body is somewhat but not quite as fit as your teen years and

going into the less-hardy 30s. The start of my beer belly was-
n't dramatic, and I figured it would go away like it always
had in my teens. Wrong. Once you see yourself going in your
20s, workout like hell to get yourself back in health and
shape.

Ah well, what the hell.

Writing all of this there's the knowledge that I
wouldn't have known all of this in my 20s. It took
those years to accumulate the experience and wis-
dom to see how I could have done it better - in effect,
you can't be 30 when you're 20 (and thus, as they say
"youth is wasted on the young").

If I can deviate from this question and give a single
piece of advice to any young 'un reading this, it's to
stretch like hell. Keep doing things that scare you but
are good for you (apply common sense, do not ride
your bicycle downhill without brakes, do take that
overseas job assignment). This one principle has
helped me more than anything else in my life to grow
and be happy.

- Anonymous

Regrets In Life
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After i was in a slump, i came up with three rules
that dramatically dramatically changed my life
and I wish I started doing earlier.

Never decline a social invitation even if it's beyond your
comfort zone.

Always go up and talk to a stranger - there are millions
of possibilities that can happen if you go up and talk to
someone, but only one possibility if you don't. put yourself
out there.

Within reason (barring strict timing or financial con-

straints), never book a return ticket for a trip. Doesn't matter
if it's a weekend roadtrip, or you're visiting buddies, or you're
traveling abroad, don't do it. when you're flexible, you make
last minute decisions for the hell of it. the most fun times
i've had is when my return is unplanned and i never know
what's going to happen.It's one thing to have negative ex-
periences, it's quite another thing to regret them.

- Quentin Hardy

Regrets In Life
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JOY Learning to enjoy, or at least better accept,
making mistakes. Mistakes, whether in carrying
out a scientific experiment, writing an unclear sen-

tence, or hitting the wrong note on a musical instru-
ment, are utterly necessary early-stage behaviors. No
one starts out doing something flawlessly. 

Mistakes contain more information than most suc-
cesses, but people get upset about making mistakes,

and give up useful training, so as not to go through that
perceived "failure." Mistakes, within reason & particu-
larly in the early days of anything, should be appreci-
ated as authentic learning. If not, they are more likely to
be repeated.

- Kathleen Ann Brown

Regrets In Life
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HIS is subjective because not everyone enjoys
travel or travels well, but I would absolutely
agree that the thing I regret most about my

twenties is that I didn't live/work or at least do extended
travel abroad. To be fair to my younger self, to my knowl-
edge no one in my blue collar neighborhood did this. I sim-
ply had no idea that I could go teach English in Japan for a
year or two (granted not such a good deal now as it was in
the 80s/90s) or other opportunities that would have satis-
fied my desire to travel and broaden my horizons while also
provided me with a sustainable living and useful skills.

In a similar vein to traveling/living/working abroad, if you
think you want to live in NYC or SF,or [insert expensive
dream city here], try to go for it in your 20s. It's never easy
to be poor, but it's e bit easier when you're young and it's
easier to find group living situations and you have the en-
ergy to survive shitty service jobs and ramen noodles. You
can always move somewhere cheaper after a few years if it
doesn't work up.

Try to maintain close ties with the friends that you make
in college or just after college. If you move around a lot this
can be difficult (although a lot easier in this age of email,
texts, twitter, and fb), but you have the sense in your 20s that
you can always make new friends. It really gets harder as you
get older. People pair up and have kids and/or careers take
up more and more time. And if those new people that you're
meeting have a circle of friends that they've maintained
from their 20s (or before), then they don't really have the
time, space, or inclination for someone new. It's not that you
can't/won't meet great new people who can become close
friends in your 30s and beyond, it just gets  a lot harder and
takes a lot more effort.

My stepmother used to always say "Oh to be young
again, knowing what I know now" and the older I get, the
more I understand what she meant. But life doesn't work
that way.

- Nigel Ohrum

Regrets In Life
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1. I regret trying to make everyone around me happy.
2. I regret spreading my time so thin that I put aside the

people who mattered most.
3. I regret not speaking my  mind more even if only 50%

of it would have been worthwhile.

Lastly,
I was 25 when I left the Navy. Less than a year and a half

later my father was diagnosed with stomach cancer. He
passed away on my 28th birthday at the age of 48.

I wish my appreciation for life didn't come with the loss
of my father, but I'm thankful to have it. Now 33 with a 3 yr
old son... I tell him to give his mom, grandma, aunts, uncles,
and cousins one more hug. You never know.

Life is short. People and relationships matter. Not job ti-
tles and big houses.

- Toby Thain

Regrets In Life
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Been more rigorous in studying math and com-
puter science—especially understanding the im-
portance of math fundamentals (sets, logic,

discrete math, functional programming, Lisp etc).
Keeping backups of my digital work from the 1980s and

1990s.

Actually implementing the ideas for applications which
are now bestsellers by others (please note I am not saying
my ideas were brilliant—in fact they were obvious projects.
I just wish I'd sat down and worked through them :)

- Anonymous

Regrets In Life
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This is the list of things that I either am glad I did in
my 20's or regret not doing more of:

Dating and having sex with plenty of people - you have
the next 70 years to enjoy monogamy and declining func-
tion. Hit it now.

Living and working abroad. This gets really hard with
kids, schools, spouses.

Going out, socializing, basically never saying no to an in-
vitation. It all gets more planned and structured later on.

Training and competing more at my sports - you peak in

your 20's, so you can really feel like you have learned your
limits.

If it easy to convince yourself that you don't have time
for these since you need to work on your career instead.

It is not true - if anything being happy, healthy, interest-
ing, and expanding your network leads to more career op-
tions, not fewer.

You don't know you're young when you're young.

- Anonymous

Regrets In Life
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So this is about 4 years ago, sometime during the
beginning of November 2008... My friend and I,
registered for a 45 days guitar learning tutorials...

The course was for beginners and the instructor advised
us to start our training as soon as possible and promised
us that we would be playing the guitar pretty well by the
end of the year...

Now let me give u a few more details...
My office hours were 10am to 7pm
Guitar Classes 9am to 11am

My friend and I had requested our boss to give us the
noon shift for a 2 month period so that we could finish our
guitar classes... Our boss, being the nice man that he is, duly
agreed...

Just a night before the tutorials were to commence, our
boss called us up and requested us to postpone our classes
as he was having some issue with his staff in office... Left
without an option we did what we were told to and went
about our work for the next 40 something days...

The night of December 22, I was out with my friends for
coffee and I met with an accident; got knocked out by a kid
driving a truck... I was standing by the side of the road... Was
taken to the hospital only to find out that I had damaged
my spinal cord... Nearly 2 months in the hospital, I returned

home QUADRIPLEGIC :((

Had no sensation or movement in all 4 of my limbs...

It has been 4 years and I am still home waiting for a cure
for spinal cords injuries... Have tried numerous surgeries and
therapy's but none have helped....

Anyway, I am a real happy and naughty guy with a lovely
family & a few great friend... I have travelled a lot before my
accident and had grt fun in life... Fun, I am still having... Trav-
elling is difficult though...

So as I look back, I just wish I had gone for those guitar
classes ....

Just want to tell everybody that don't ever wait for
tomorrow... Just to it today... If u love someone, TELL
THEM... They deserve to know... If u plan to do something

from months, do it today because u never know what to-

morrow has in store for u :-)

And yes, stay happy ... There are a lot of people in the
world who would happily swap lives with u ...

- Mayura Kutappa

Regrets In Life
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Ireally regret not learning to play the piano.( or any in-
strument) Being so self obsessed.

Trying to take short cuts (you pay the
price eventually-and it's hefty!)

Not competing in running and swimming.
Thinking I was too cool for school ( I never went to col-

lege) Not reading enough.

As i creep towards 40 I want to slap myself every time I

think of all the time I wasted going to every
single party i was invited to and being the belle

of the ball. Parties and fun have taught me nothing, and due
to its ephemeral nature, added no value whatsoever to my
life. I wish I had learnt some skill instead of hanging around
like a prop on a stage, being utterly useless.

- Anonymous

Regrets In Life
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Spending at least 1 hour 
thinking deeply

(for learning to think) 
- Mike Sha

PEACE

Regrets In Life
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Hey Younger Me, Try to not take this whole "life"
thing so seriously. 

You are "good enough" 
.. just as you are. 

You have a good heart and you will always try your best.
(In fact, it is your nature to try too hard!!) Focus less on how
to do things the "right" way and follow your heart .. it will
lead you .. even to your BLISS .. and yes .. it is okay to feel
BLISS ... In fact, you are here to feel some bliss.

You don't have to be miserable to show that you care
about the suffering around you. Think about it .. how can
your misery do anything to heal anyone or anything on this
planet?? Might it not even contribute to the suffering
around you?

This may be hard for you to believe because you are so
young and life has been very hard thus far, but happiness is
a part of this human expereince. Believe me ... there will be
enough pain in your future (and you have survived enough
already) ...  

So please do not deny yourself the pleasure that you

find.

And remember ... all that love that you are pouring into
others is only going to last if you share it generously with
yourself. That "smell the roses" philposophy is really a good
fit for you .

So .. it's okay ... take your time kid ... smell the roses and
know that you too are a part of this beautiful garden. Just
be YOU. Tend the garden .. care for youself .. you will bloom...
you are blossoming already.

And one more thing ... You know all that "life goes fast"
talk that older folks are always muttering about?? 

Well .. it is true ... so very true.
Start loving yourself now. 
UNCONDITIONALLY.

I wish you love, happiness, gentleness that the knowing
that you are WORTHY of these good things.

Much love to you Younger Me,

- Juniper Blue

Regrets In Life
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Maybe the answer is the advice you give to your children...
I would probably try to push the person towards curiosity and critical thinking. 

- Christophe Cop

Seek information, 
make your own experiment, 
draw your own conclusions.

- Mario Denis

You (I) could do it sooner and better.
Also, loan Bill Gates some money to buy a Heath Kit.

- Daniel Sheehan

Seek information, make your own experiment, 
draw your own conclusions.

- Mario Denis

For me it would be: Stop worrying! Pick the hardest, most interesting
thing you can find and keep going!

- Debra Smith

Cherish everything I have, 
without the pressure, being  
able to hang out with friends 
to have some fun. Also always be nice to my parents.

- Yuguo Zhang

Regrets In Life
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Iwould remind my youthful self that spending more
time taking care of me, allows everyone else around
me to BE Better.

- Jerri Bluett

As much as you believe you know it all and been
through it all, you have. 

Heed the advice of your mom all she is trying to do
is help. She might come across in the worse ways but its be-
cause she been through so much in her life that she doesnt
know any way else to say it. 

Forgive your dad, even though it seems impossible to do
so. Cherish the moments who have with your grandmoth-
ers, they love you so very much and need you for strength. 

Your friends have feelings too so watch what you say and
most of all what you do. 

Open your heart more and don't be so hard on yourself
when you succeed at everything. Continue to find God and
make him first in your life. And most of all, be happy. Don't
let anyone or anything depress you, with time your pain and
suffering shall pass.

- Stan-The Man-ley Winnings

Regrets In Life
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Perhaps I would say a lot, forgetting the most im-
portant but then "the most important" is quite
personal and that's how it should be so it is gonna

be ok even like this, even more - because of this. 
What I would have liked to have known back then is that

there is no shame to take yourself as a beginner but most
probably back then I would not be able to see it the way I
do now. So the next is that every time comes with its rea-
sons, images, lessons, still you can always approach any mat-
ter in a better way, you can always change and not be afraid
to explore no matter the age but only when you know what
you are doing and really taking the responsibility - in the
meaning of being able to explain to yourself and, if neces-
sary, to any person involved in the situation, what you did
and why you did it, simply being consious and present, with-
out overdoze of fooling around. Sure, be reckless, passion-
ate, totally crazy but just for the sake of joy. Listen to music,
listen to yourself (go for a ride or a walk in a place you think
you know so very well and try to see it as if for the first time),
look at people and their reactions (without your interest
standing in their way), consider your reactions as if from a
distance, travel and while you travel talk with the people you
meet, not push it, if the conversation happens, most of the
times it's in a 

very natural and, risking to sound pathetic, nourishing
way, just because usually it gives some food for thought, at
least gets you out of your nest and you start thinking about
other matter, different from yours and still they lead you to

your matters hopefully in a better way. The distance some-
times can be a great chance to have a closer view. Read
whatever you love, find new authors, share what you have
read, discuss or simply tell the story, share your passion, do
the things you love whenever you can but again don't rush
it, it works with your presence (not with your intervention).
Don't be afraid to risk. Love, love, love.

- Velina Vateva

HappiNess
Looks 
like...

Regrets In Life
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Draw that moral and ethical line in
the sand...and then do the very
best you can to honor it.

Be the best human being you can be.
Observe, listen carefully and walk that mile in the
shoes of others before you speak.
Be honest without being hurtful.
Be fair without splitting the baby.
Be respectful to all people and in all things be humble.
Seek knowledge in all the disciplines you can and
never stop learning.
Love unconditionally.

You won't always be successful, but always give it your
best shot. 

- Sue Ryan

Regrets In Life
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It's not easy. Maybe you have to keep dreaming, doing what you think is up to you, but being aware of the fol-
lowing: everything you did yesterday have configured the person who you are right now, and everything you do today
will influence tomorrow not only yourself, but EVERY PERSON and THING you even won't meet or imagine whether

they exist. Remember: you live in a great theatrical setting. If you love beauty and simplicity, you have to give the best of
you for the improving of Humankind.

- Ramiro Benavides

Loving and Sharing! 
- Hue Vu

I would say ' hey , don't eat so much, keep a good shape and find a
beautiful girlfriend then give your first kiss to her.

- Andrew Hu

I would say share your thoughts, don't
keep all those crazy ideas to yourself.

- Wade Crum

You are better than you think you are.
- Bryan Yap

Regrets In Life
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Acredit card is not the answer. Too many college stu-
dents don't understand what debt is or how to be fi-
nancially literate.

- Edwin Tjoe

Stop looking elsewhere for what you will find much
closer to home. 

- Gabo Moreno

I’ll talk to the blossoming young man me.
Now you are a man. Now you can play according to your own rules.
When you were a child you understood yourself, the others and the world through the
beliefs and behaviors of your parents and significant adults.
When you were a child, you had the experience of a child, you thought like a child and
you understood like a child.
When you were a child you made most of your belief system.

My dear intelligent young man! Since the child-
hood when you made your belief system:

How many books and articles did you read?
How many knowledge did you gain through your

senses?
How many persons did you interact with, who had differ-

ent sets of beliefs than yours?
How many situations did you go through and how did

you experience them according to your beliefs?
My dear! Do you accept that an intelligent, experienced,

skilled, well-educated man like you lives with sets of beliefs
made by a cute little child?

My dear! Examine your beliefs and decide according to
all what you gathered through your life tell now, which be-
liefs you want to keep and which you want to change with

other more developed ones.
My dear! Don’t be afraid to let the dysfunctional beliefs

go. Don’t be afraid of losing your identity if you lost some
beliefs. You are not your beliefs. You were not born with
these beliefs. You already existed before these beliefs and
you will still be there after letting them go. You are not your
beliefs. You created your beliefs in the past and you may up-
date them now and believe me, even the updated beliefs
are not the final versions. In your coming days you’ll know
more, experience more and understand more and you will
update some beliefs if you saw that a new version would be
more functional in the here and now.

My dear young man! You make your beliefs and your be-
liefs make your life.

- Thin Ker

Regrets In Life
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Even though there would be a laundry list of topics i would inform my younger self about, just thinking for a
moment i kept coming back to only one. Do not be afraid to fail. For failure is the beginning of experience, ex-
perience is the opening to wisdom, and wisdom is the key ingredient to changing for the better.

- Charles Graffeo

You are lucky.
- Conor Corrigan

Love!
- Simba P.K.S

To listen the heart 
- Pocahontas Water

Live, love, believe, write. 
- Hilal Halil

The stuff you take so seriously, doesn't matter. The things that you think can wait,
can't. But all in all, if you are healthy, you're 99% there.

- Henk Mulder

“STAY COOL. THINGS ARE GOING TO BE TUFFER BUT YOU’RE EVEN
TUFFER. SO ACT LIKE IT WITHOUT FEAR.” 

- João Mourão

READ AND WRITE MORE! 
- Chris Fox

STOP BELIEVING IN THINGS JUST BECAUSE YOU BORN AND SAW THAT YOU HAVE TO BELIEVE IN IT! 

- Sym !

Regrets In Life
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“Hi sweetie, You’re here to have
an amazing life. Make gratitude
the center of your life. However dif-
ficult it may be to understand the
‘why’ at times, learn (as soon as
possible) the value of saying ‘thank

you’ for everything and everybody that comes
your way and ‘I’m sorry’ when you’ve done
wrong, even if unintentionally. Your life will
then not only be amazing…it will be awe-
some :)” Warm regards,

Astra 

- Astra Singh

Focus on what you want to do from high
school.. and build towards it. Also do'nt

date bad boys... you cant fix them. 
- Angela Kingori

Regrets In Life
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My dearest, I am writing you this letter, regarding
your future life.

First, you have to know that life is hard, very hard. There
some unpredictable events, that are horrifying and that you
can not prevent. Life is trampling over you, it doesn’t ask.

But you have to know to recognize a moment, when you
have to react. Grab it! Do not be afraid. Listen to your heart
at all times. If somebody steps on your toes, do what you
think is the most appropriate. Sometimes it is good to fight
back! But, at all times try to be polite, it is the only way to

succeed in your chosen field.
Be brave. Take care of your body as well your soul.
At all times, try to take care about your friends and all

those close to you.
To those that disappoint you, forgive, but do not forget.
And finally, smile. Life is precious unique gift we were

given by some mysterious reason.
There will be no replay!

- Tatjana Jevdjic

Spending one hour every day
chatting with who care you.

- Mike Sha

Regrets In Life

Don't be afraid, girl!
If you do, just overcome it.
The majority of the things you worry about will never hap-

pen.
You are your best advisor!! 
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Self-reliance complements inter-reliance complements self-
reliance (with the right partner(s).

Virtuous cycle.
Human autonomic system is the only automatic system

around, everything else is learned.
Behaviors.
Perceptions.
Knowledge.
Skills.
Find what you are passionate about.
Deeply passionate about.
Pursue this passion with deliberate abandonment.
Prepare.
Implement.
Learn.
Refine.
Persist.
And importantly, "Tomorrow is forever, love's enough for

anyone today." David Ackles, singer, song-writer, from
album, "American Gothic."
- Manuel T. Ortega

Regrets In Life
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IN MY VIEW:
Life is meant to be lived not 
questioned so cherish it as 

much as possible.
- Tanka Poudel

Regrets In Life

Note to self: You already know what to do.
Do that. Only you has to live with you 24/7.

- R H

sohappy
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IF you want to do something, do it. If you have an idea,
show it. Don't be afraid to try new things and let yourself be
swallowed into the unknown. That's where you learn more
about yourself.

I wish I could tell my younger self to take control of
things more. All the ideals, dreams, and visions of my future
life seem altruistic and almost utopian. I would tell myself

to don't stop believing in what I can achieve in the world.

Finally, know that every should be a day worth living; ac-
complish something and perform a task that will benefit the
world in some way.

- Alain Blanchard

Never get a job, always work for yourself.  Don't buy into
the traditional route of study hard, go to college, get a good
job and do 60 - 100 hour weeks.

Instead, take responsibility for your own income gener-
ation and focus on creating passive income. This allows you
to achieve financial and time freedom, something that only
a very small percentage of the worlds population achieve.

Pay good deeds forward, give more of yourself to help
people wherever possible.

Never give up on the dreams you had as a kid. Instead
you should always keep moving toward what you want and
love the most.

Focus on what you want, not the bad news that is in our
face every day.

And last but not least, know yourself, continue to learn
and create and love yourself for living with integrity. :-) 

- Tony Dunne

It's not the older me that should give the advice to the
younger me, but the other way round.

I realized that me aged 19 was a much better personality
than me aged 29. 

I guess I allowed myself to grow up, and that was a mis-
take!

So, the advice to the "old" me would be- remember who
you were, remember who you truly are, stop being the per-
son the society prefers, and just go back to being a cora-
geous and adventerous 19yo for the rest of your life :)

- Marija Kovačeviç

Life is full suprises and challenges, sometimes it's smooth
sailing but there are moments that it's kinda bumpy. But al-
ways remember to live each day with so much enthusiasm
and joy even there are times it's not worth to smile. Just
boost yourself and believe in what you can do. Don't forget
to trust yourself and ask For God's guidance. We can't do
everything on our own, we need our faith to live.

- Alvin Sevilla

Regrets In Life

THINGS DON’T GO
YOUR WAY. PLANS
FAIL. BUT HERE’S
WHAT YOU DON’T
KNOW: IT DOESN’T
MATTER.

- Sneha Iyer

Don't sweat the small stuff because right
now i can't even re-call what the small stuff
was. Also be a little more daring and don't
always be so afraid to get into a little bit of
trouble, you're supposed to be immature,
take advantage of it.

- David Gorniak
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Don't change yourself at all to meet other people's
needs. Be happy and proud of who you are, and the best has
still yet to come. Life is too short to get upset and angry
about silly things, just let it be a lesson and let it build you
into a stronger man. Be happy.

- Tyler Scheff

Regrets In Life

What is YOUR FULFILLMENT EVERYDAY
when you come home END OF THE DAY?

- Steven Hsieh

Take  b i g g e r chances.

- Tom Owens

Then watching videos online, you should never start off
with the right hand. Always start with the left hand. That es-
tablishes the bass clef and from there, you can move onto
the treble clef notes with more ease. I am right handed so
really, just work on the dexterity in my left hand when learn-
ing to play piano on YouTube.

- W Chan

C h o o s e  
C a r e f u l l y   . . . 

- Adel Zalok

H a p p i n e s s   l i e s   w i t h  i n
- Patrick Henn
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I would tell the younger me
that life is a sum of infinitely
tiny moments and that we are
all products of our choices and
decisions. That no matter what
or who I may try to blame for
my present circumstance, the
small choices I made in those
tiny moments have brought
me thus far. I will tell myself to
always do things from my guts
and with courage knowing
fully well that I and only I shall
be praised or blamed for my
failures and successes. I shall
tell the younger me to be
strong enough to be myself as
long as that me is loving
enough to purse at different
moments to think about others
and their welfare.

I shall plead to the younger
me never for any reason to
think of considering the cross-
ing of those ethical lines that
define who I am for the vain
promise of making more

friends because no one wants
to walk life's road with another
lost man with no values or prin-
ciples. I will advice the younger
me to love life and make the
most of every moment I have
been presented with in life for
that is the only thing that I can't
gain back.

Above all I shall tell myself to
love the Lord my God with all
my heart, with all mind, with all
my soul, spirit and body and to
consider anyone who claims
that there is no God with pity
because all men are fallen and
are living in a fallen and broken
world where everyone's pride
and relentless pursuit of self
glory has blinded his eyes and
prevents him from seeing the
boundless evidence of God in
all creatures of His. 

- Fountain Abani

Regrets In Life
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Dear 4-year old me: Please do not believe much
of what they tell you, and certainly don't take
anything to heart. They don't know what you
know AND THEY DON'T KNOW THAT THEY DON'T

KNOW IT. You can't fix them, but you can remaiin unbroken
and not become like them. Do not FEAR - no matter what.
Do not fear the spanking or the bad grade in school and es-
pecially Mrs. L - your kindergarten Sunday School teacher.

And no matter how much trouble you MIGHT get for ask-
ing questions in school when you are told something that
your inner voice says is really stupid - ask the question that

your innver voice is asking you to ask. And never stop asking
how one body of knowledge relates to the others.

Oh, and because I didn't learn this until I was in my 30s,
you have a really high IQ. You are good at MANY things.
Don't let anyone - not a parent, a teacher, or a friend, con-
vince you that you are stupid. You're not! You are an ab-
solutely awesome creature. So trust that inner voice, for it is
me urging you on. I believe in you and love you dearly. 

- Gail

Your internal observer is so free it created a materi-
alistic, lustful, boring you, as to restrict itself from
being as free as it could, cause then there would
be nothing to prevent it from dream like state,

dreary walk, head filled smoke, lack of electric fluids...love
the fact that you are a lover of beauty and find it wherever
you are. 

- Alexander Zaruthelem

Iguess I would tell a younger me the same thing I've
been telling myself for 60+ years. Life is an explo-
ration....an adventure...an opportunity to learn, grow
and evolve in myself as an individual, as well as an op-

portunity to contribute to the whole. Live life with gusto,
with integrity, with an open heart and mind, with uncondi-
tional love and the curiosity of a child. Live life, so that at the
end of the human life experience there are no regrets. 

- Colleen Steen

I always tell them, "let it be YOU
first, then follow the greats".

- Naeem Ikram

A l w a y s   b e   h a p p y  :)
- Dina Muhamed

Regrets In Life
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I‘D GO BACK TO ARUOND 10 YEARS OF AGE AND SAY.

YOUR INSTINCT AND VISION OF WHAT THE WORLD
SHOULD AND COULD BE ARE CORRECT.

YOU’RE RIGHT NOW, AND YOU STILL BE RIGHT IN
TWENTY YEARS.

STAND YOUR GROUND AND ALLOW NOBODY TO TELL
YOU, AND NEVER ACCEPT THAT OT’S JUST THE WAY

THINGS ARE.

ALLOW NOBODY TO SHOOT YOU DOWN FOR BEING
IDEALISTIC.

BE AS IDEALISTIC AS YOU POSSIBLY CAN AND IGNORE
ALL THOSE THAT TRY YO RESTRAIN YOUR SPIRIT.

ALSO, NEVER ALLOW ANGER TO DOMINATE YOUR AC-
TIONS. AND BE KINDER TO YOUR BROTHERS. 

- Alexander Kaymak

Regrets In Life

To a younger me I would say "There are many things to learn and
experience." You have one Life to live and no time to waste.

- Terry Haynes

Any experience is valuable. 
- Adoblove Huang
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Dear Robin,
Daddy was wrong about you. Daddy

is not well. You are not unworthy.
You are not bad. OK, don't draw on

the windows with your crayons. You were
3-years-old. But, I agree, don't draw on the
windows. Still, you are a good girl! Listen
to Mother, not Daddy. School will not be
wasted on you. Daddy has problems. You
did not kill your mother. She died of
breast cancer. Daddy was wrong. Daddy
has problems. You are a good girl.

GET A GOOD, SOLID EDUCATION! Don't
quit school. Stick with it. Get a few degrees
under your belt. Most importantly, study
what you love, study that one thing that you
love and can take with you into the world
and make a contribution to mankind. It will
never feel like work if you do this.

A good education is your ticket to freedom
and a secure life, at least one hopes. If you do
anything in this life, make certain that you
stay in school. Don't quit, don't stall - stay
with it until you have reached your goals. All
of them. Don't let money, relationships, par-
tying, and/or drugs put you on a destructive
path. You can partake of these silly time
wasters once you've finished your education,
if you're still bent on doing so. Hopefully, you
will have grown up by then.

I hope and suspect that you will help your
neighbors and strangers alike. Give when-
ever and wherever possible and be a com-
passionate, kind, patient person. Love, laugh,
cry, sing, help, teach, listen, learn and con-
tribute in every way possible.

Make your mark on the planet in the most
positive way imaginable. FIND HAPPINESS.
STAY HAPPY. 

- Robin Lenehan

Regrets In Life

"Hey. Think before you say. Some people just can't take a joke. " 

- Anthony Girk
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Hello younger me. Sit down and look me in the eye.
What I have to say is very important.

Learn to eat as if you have a very slow metabolism. After
30, you will indeed have a very slow metabolism for the rest
of your life. You will gain weight twice as fast eating half of
the calories that you eat now. 

- Dan Geurin

"Stop making faces at your 2nd grade teacher younger
me!!!" "Trust me, the principal was a real scary guy." 

- Kevin Jacobson

Regrets In Life
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- Salim Solaiman

Laugh more, listen
more, speak less!
Remain positive,
no matter what
bcos all things do
happen for a rea-
son! Trust Him! 

- Simba P.K.S
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At this moment I just turned 38. I am going to write
myself a letter from my hopefully alive future self
at 76 years old:

Dear 38,
You are two years from 40 now. You

are now entering the second chapter.
By 40 some people have given up on
many of their personal goals and
dreams. 

I want you to realize 38, you have
only used half of the time you have
been given to live, maybe even less! Sit
down and think of all the things you
have managed to cram into this life so
far! You learned to walk, talk, ride a bike,
and mathematics (kind of ). 

You have had your first love, your
second, a long endearing marriage, you
have traveled the world, you have
learned a second language, you have
had several good career paths that
have kept you mentally engaged. 

You have developed some long term,
deep and wonderful relationships, you
have pissed your parents of and you

have made them proud. You have de-
veloped many interests and passions!
You have been full of energy and ex-
hausted. Stressed and fancy free. 

You have had good sex! You have
had times in your life when you
laughed so hard that you almost
peed your pants! Just think 38 of all
the wonderful things in life you have
done in the last 38 years! Now just
think of all the things you can still do
in the next 38!!!!!!! Don't spend your
time doubting yourself or thinking
about "do I still have time to accom-
plish this"? Just do! Do everything
you can! Everything that will make
you happy! Make the world a better
place, learn yet another language,
meet wonderful people who will in-
spire you to do even more! Just go
and when you are filled to the brim of
things you can do, then let your life
catch up to you! 

- Marsellla Charron

Regrets In Life

Life is good no matter what.
- Elizabeth Gu
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Life will always have challenges. It's what you
do with those challenges that makes a differ-
ence in your life. Be an expert on yourself.
Get to know how and why you are the way

that you are. Be compassionate and forgiving to
yourself. You will always make mistakes, it's part of
being human. Life is what you make it, so create the
life that you want. Your perspective is what you

choose. If you want to see beauty and love in the
world, the world will be full of beauty and love. It is
very easy to make a habit of being negative and crit-
ical. Try to notice when you do this. It can take hard
work and skill to make a habit of being positive, but
the end result is worth the effort.

- Marni Sweetland

Iwould have shot the sob that my mom married
the 2nd time. I wouldn't have married my first
wife. The biggest regret I have not changeing
the out come of my 2nd divorce when had the

chance. That's all I would change or advisea younger
me except give myself more detail on shooting it. 

- Dean Crawford

Iwould tell myself to read more. I believe the
more a person reads, the bigger their imagi-
nation grows. Reading about anything that

comes to mind gives a person a healthy perspec-
tive on life. Perspective is everything. 

- Kent Spencer

Great Scott,
I shouldn't be telling you these things, younger-me, so remember my words well;
First of all, listen to your folks a bit more often when it comes to education and
focus more on what they're saying.
Secondly, get out there and meet more people. Enjoy life more and stop caring
so much. Stop listening to all those nay-sayers and bullies and always remain
true to yourself anyway you can.

One more thing, I might be disrupting our timeline with this, but weir all the pro-
tection you can before you go out skating! Trust me on this one. 

- Thierry De Wolf

Regrets In Life
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Iam 48. I have a lot to say to the 24 year old staring back at me. But…

Its your life!; and I know already it is what one makes of it. Whatever you think
you want to do, do it and persevere. Persevere and you will be successful and
can be happy.

Looking for things or people to make you happy is perhaps every human’s fail-
ure and this is his only real learning as he grows older. I hope you can learn this
from my telling you so, and not have to wait long to know this.

Remember the lovely moments of togetherness you have with every loved
one, friend and family. These moments are treasures and a source of unlimited
joy when they are not around. Photographs are not memories and don’t come
anywhere near it.

Regrets In Life

LEARN TO TAKE RISKS
BUT CONSIDERED ONES.
LEARN TO SAVE.

LEARNING IS 
LIVING. KEEP 

LEARNING AND KEEP
GROWING.

BE HAPPY FOR THERE
ARE THOSE WHO DON’T
HAVE THE LOOKS, THE

SUPPORT, THE LOVE,
THE BODY, THE FI-
NANCE THAT YOU
HAVE.
BE GRATEFUL ALWAYS! - Pradeep Nax
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-Read more books
-Travel to more places
-talk to more people
-learn at least 2foreign languages 
-play more 
-challenge myself more
-care less 

- Jessie Xu

Trust in yourself.
every one have to trust in his or her self,,every one

have unlimit abilities and talents.
so at first,, every one have to discover him or her self,,,

and searsh first on his or her goodness and try to im-
prove it :) if every one proud to be him self,,, it will be
easy to make himself happy :)

- Dina Muhamed

Would like to add to my con-
tribution ... I'm a "Reflector", it
takes me time to really con-
clude and simplify what I want
to say ...

Be happy, make other people
happy.

This comes after reflecting on

two friends who I am fortunate
to have met, that have an in-
credible ability to make people
smile and laugh. Deep down,
we all just want to be at peace
and be happy. If you can make
people laugh ... the sky's the
limit.

- Andrew Rose
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What i learnt all along is...what-
ever happens life goes on :)
It is upto us to see every event
either from optimistic or from
pessimistic perspective,our
perspective of viewing peo-
ples/situations and things
makes all the difference and

they are responsible for our
state of happiness or sorrow !!
So follow the simple take it
easy policy in life and keep
going and be happy !

- Shubhi T
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Slow down you are doing fine. . .  
- Autumn Frisco

Accept the fact that you'll never be able to understand
theoretical philosophy in terms of Immanuel Kants' theory
"thing-in-itself". Your intellectual self will grasp at it until it
bleeds, while the featureless, shaped and defined by words,
will stay ever so elusive.

Understand that; what you perceive and then react to is
merely an reaction generated from an earlier perception.

You'll need to trust your intuition but confront it with ra-

tional thinking.
Always leave it open for another person to question you

"why", then ask for the same in return.

There's knowledge out there you don't yet know of.
Don't rush getting there. You'll need to spend a lot of time
with your past to get a grip of patterns. Patterns are impor-
tant.

- Jonathan Simson 

Keep an open mind. Try new things on. Expand your
knowledge, skills and expose yourself to everything you
can.Travel. Listen for coaching everywhere--even a child
can say something that you can benefit from-- but always
stick to your guns and think for yourself. There is a reason

why the saying, 'If you find the Buddha on the road, kill
him' is a Buddhist tenet. "

- Leo Walsh

Pick a skill and stick with it. After 10,000
hours of doing any one thing, you will ab-
solutely hate doing it... and you will be
phenomenal at it. It doesn't matter what

you pick... Just get exceptionally good at
anything, and you'll do alright. 

- David Hamilton

Please take more risks in life!!! You are more capable than
you know. Don't worry about being 'good' or pleasing
your parents, BE BOLD.
Don't let the expectations of your family define you. Live,
fully, for yourself.

Stop being so serious and just have fun. You have decades
to be an adult, stop rushing to get there.
Also, say what you feel, don't hold it all inside.
Trust in yourself and you will be okay.

- E K
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It'll be difficult for a younger me to understand what
I have to say to him, but here goes nothing! :)

-Nothing you do is insignificant. Learn to believe in your-
self, but don't let your gifts get you arrogant.

-You will achieve more with patience. The storms in your
head are meant to cause wrecks in your head, not wreck the
people around you.

-You will not understand your parents, and neither will
they you. But don't let that keep you from trying.

-There are people in the world, who are kind, and there
are people who are not. Don't let either become your stan-
dard of how people should be.

-Be serious about life. But don't forget to have fun when
you can.

-Great things in life, don't come cheap. Be willing to
pay(in hard work, cash, kindness and compassion).

-Respect people. But don't let them disrespect you.

-Listen to what someone has to say, the most wasted
learning resource that we waste in life, is each other.

-and most of all, don't forget to run! ;)

Love,
Jinx 

- Ajinkya Iyer
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To myself as a teenager: Saying sorry and admitting you
are wrong are 2 of the finest qualities it a person. You

dont always have to be right to be strong.

Travel more! New cultures bring new means of thought.

- Jennifer Warren

Invest in real es-
tate, early and clev-
erly. Then leverage
that to finance your
dreams and make
the world a better
place. If I could go
back I would buy
land. Lots of and
today's prime real

estate locations
around the World! It
is difficult to do jus-
tice and leave the
world a better place
without either fi-
nancial, political or
celebrity lever-
age....great ideas are
many and disappear

like dust in the wind. 

- Raja Choudhury
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As many people already said: Listen to others!!
Don't be so stubborn. You don't have to re-dis-
cover all the lessons many people have already
discovered :D Also, take things less seriously.

Many things that at the time seemed the most impor-
tant thing in the world now look so funny and insignifi-

cant. And of course, I already did that but.. have BIG
dreams!! 

- N SHR
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To my 4th grade self,
Listen up kid, you're not always right. Your parents know what life is like.
They are there for you. Take their advice once and awhile, trust me they
are right 99% of the time. They have been where you are now. Learn from
their mistakes. I'm going to give you a bit of advice from the future now.
Convince Dad to buy stock in Google not Yahoo, trust me. Learn how to
use computers. I don't mean play games and surf the internet, build soft-
ware. You'll figure it out if you want to be surrounded by intelligent driven
people. Lastly, drop out of high school freshman year and begin college
immediately. I don't have much time because the portal is closing but
heed these words!

From the future you,

p.s. The first time you ever go snowboarding watch out for the ski lift, it's
an ankle breaker.

- Adam Cross
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The most important lessons my parents ever
taught me that I wish I would have practiced
every day growing up. I can't recall how many
times I have been really thankful that I learned

these lessons and practice them daily.
- Be nice to everyone always. It's a small world out there.

Don't burn bridges.
- Don't judge a book by its cover, or a person. You just

never know... 

- Jennifer Colwell

When I was teen, I climb a tree to get up onto
the roof and think those blue-sky
thoughts. One evening as I ponder a difficult
life question an old man climb up that front

terrace that I never was able to top. He tried to persuade me
that he was I all grown up and strongly wanted me to listen
and learn of things I would need to know. I listen I was in-
trigued how he knew so much about our shared memories
and that over the years have been amazed how precise he
was in his directions. Alas, I still never completely believe he
was I so I just discounted his advice. Five decades pass …
and I had completely dismissed the event until 5 years ago
when early one morning I awoke recounting the dream I just
had. In which, I remember how I had just climb over the top

of that terrace to see its top that I had never seen and re-
membering all that advice once again. 

The main point I wanted him to know was that it is not
evil to know that he was the smartest person in the room
but not to use that gift would be wasteful. Now in my old
age after knowing so much and having the answers so des-
perately needed I cannot grab a stage like those with fame
and speak. No one accepts me as one that knows not even
my young self. 

- Tim Thornton

Forgot your ego and then you'll arrive to live your own
free life.

Don't think you're better than anyone , neither your
preferences, criteria or judgments are superior .

Look for evidences against your more solids beliefs,
not for those that confirm what you think is indoubtable

Look for exemplars human beings. There are a lot of
them, especially in the insignificant places and moments.

Be aware you can learn a lot of every person. You only
need to focus your atention and sensivity in their acts ,
emotions and words. 

- Francisco 

Instead of aiming for the goal aim for the experience.
Most of the time you can enjoy the journey more than
actually achieving the goal, because once you reach the
goal, the journey has ended. People you meet along the

way can become friends for the rest of your life.

Sit down and have a conversation with someone new as
much as possible. You may think you have met all the friends
you need in life but there is always more to experience. It

could be a story or a business idea. Take five minutes and
get to meet a new person no matter where you go.

Also always surround yourself with people who foster
the best in you. Never waste your time with those who can
never help you when you have spent the last year helping
them. 

- James
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I wished I had learned to consider that which comes after and heed it. 

- Oliver Harper
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Hello
Enjoy the journey. Don't be in such a hurry to "get there".

Know that there is always more than one right move and
more than one right time... so don't worry so much about
needing to know all the answers and needing to make the
right choices.

- Samantha

Relax more. Have more fun. Travel more. Pursue
more experiences rather than things. When
things don't go as planned, remember that
things always turn out better than you imag-

ined... eventually. So have a little more faith. 

Be present, live in the moment, give it your absolute best
effort at ALL times and no regrets! 

- Ngu

Don't focus so hard on achieving certain
things (life goals, career goals, etc) be-
cuase you may blind yourself from
things that are a better fit for you.
Keep your eyes and mind open.

Don't get down about the things that don't work
out, you'll be surprised at what opportunities come
about once you stop being depressed about your
best laid-plans that failed.

Stay humble, the only thing you can count on in
life is that everything is bound to change at one
point or another.

If all the doors of opportunity are closed, break
through a wall and create your own passage to op-
portunities.

Disconnect yourself from anyone or anything
that brings you down.

It is not your job to fix other people's bad habits.
Don't get sucked down a dark road trying to do
that. They're perfectly capable of figuring out their
own life.

Don't let negative words get to your head, you
know you better than they know you. If they can't
see all the great things you are, then find people
that do.

Find a company that matches your personal val-
ues.

Find a company that has a company culture you
will enjoy working in.

Trust your gut, it typically knows what is right or
wrong before your heart and head confuses you.

Take chances when you're young- this is the time
you can afford to faill or mess up.

Don't let anything or anyone take away your op-
timisim no matter how ridiculous or naive it
seems... at least your happy.

Dont' be scared to believe in something and
make things happen, even if you're going in it
alone.

Don't let the hardships of life make you forget
your dreams and passions.

Don't lie to yourself. Stay true and figure out a
plan of action based on that.

Remember that it is a huge world out there and
you can find the things you hope for. And if you
don't, you have the capabilities to create it.

- Ashley

Regrets In Life
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Don't be afraid of who you are,
come out of the closet, you're
missing half of your life by not

being able to share it with someone. 

- Jerry 

Regrets In Life

My advice to a younger me (or you!)

-- Learn about and truly appreciate the diversity of thought and experience in people around you, especially
the people least like you.

-- look strangers in the eye and smile
-- take risks but don't risk your life
-- share your ideas, and respect those of others even when you don't agree
-- walk
-- appreciate your body and honour it's vitality and fragility
-- seek out and nurture deep, close, meaningful friendships
-- learn constantly on every topic that interests you, even some that don't!
-- find the kernel of truth in every statement you hear
-- make no assumptions
-- if there is a good bottle of wine in your collection, drink it now and share it
-- give random gifts
-- if you are treated poorly, try to understand why the person who wronged you is in pain
-- listen more than you speak
-- value quality over quantity
-- live to your income level
-- revel in the wonder and success of your kids and partner and parents
-- love every season
-- find time to think and reflect
-- keep a journal, draw a picture
-- respect yourself, your unique talents and skills, and always use them to help better the world and the lives of others
-- use sunscreen, never smoke and protect yourself from avoidable injury
-- revel in the wonder of nature; hike it, swim it, paddle it, climb it, touch it, nurture it, protect it

Thanks for listening.....
-Darren
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Be brave, you are stronger than you, or they, think you
are.

Take a deep breath and jump. 

- Annie

To borrow something from a sport I love ...
1. Touch ... get close to the people and the problem.
2. Pause ... take time to reflect on what the real business
or pesonal problem is taking your time.
3. Engage ... come up with solutions for everybody.

Of course, without being through it all you won't have
any idea of what I'm talking about 

- Andrew 
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I believe the woman I am is because of the experiences I've had. But
who knows what I would be like if those experiences had been differ-

ent? Therefore, I would tell a younger me the following:
1.

Love yourself so much you won't do anything that might possibly
cause harm.

2.
Respect yourself so much you won't let anybody treat you disrespect-

fully.
3.

Trust yourself enough to know that what you believe and value is
right for you; it doesn't have to be right for anybody else.

4.
Challenge yourself so that you continuously learn and grow.

5.
Believe in yourself and never give up until you've exhausted every

possibility of accomplishing what you set out to do. There is always a
solution and if you can't see it find somebody who will help you see it.

- Marilyn 
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Happy 
KISS HER YOU FOOL !

KISS HER !
- Elmer 
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Never Regret Anything you have done.

Live in the present.
Concentrate so much on the present that you have no time to brood over the past and

waste too much time on the future.

- Yashraj 

Truth is...our younger selves would probably not even listen.
Therefore...my advice: Learn to listen. Listen to your heart; listen to the heart of others;

listen to others; listen to nature; listen. Before you speak; before you jump; before you

act; before.

- Bonnie

Regrets In Life

I would have to provide more in the way of words of encourage-
ment to a younger me... I love where I am now, but that doesn't
mean I didn't struggle to get here.

Dear younger Jason, a couple pointers for you:

- That girl you're going to date, she won't be right for you. In fact, she'll wrong you in a lot of ways, and it's going to hurt. But it's going to teach you much about
what you thought you were looking for, so stick it out.

- Be nicer to your brother. Family is so important growing up, and it doesn't get any less important as time goes by, so take every second you have and cherish
it.

- In your endless pursuit of excellence, don't forget to take time to stop and take in your surroundings. The point of the journey is not to arrive.

- You will have good managers and bad. The bad ones have as much to teach you as the good ones... they're just different lessons. Pay attention, and take it as
a development opportunity.

- These are nowhere near the best years of your life. Not even close. Life just keeps getting better. When one good thing ends, another is just around the corner,
so waste no time being sad for what's gone.

- Respect the rules your parents set for you. They have poured so much time, energy, money, and love into raising you that it's the very least you owe them. You
will never make up this debt, except by being the best you can be so that your parents have stories to tell of how proud they are of you. Those stories are why people
have children, and you have no right to deprive them of that joy.

- Jason

Right now, this is what I remember from all that I happen to have read:

"A young man who does not cry is a savage. An old man who does
not laugh is a fool."

- Mukesh 
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I'll write to myself it would be better to born on 80 and
die on 18 like benjamin button but maybe not,

now i understand when all my hair are black i can but i
don't know when they get gray i know and i can when they
get whit i know but i can't ,so i like to enjoy the life when i
know and i can the philosophy of destiny is totally different
from what the people around me thought to me i under-
stand i can change it if not others will change it to me i want
to play my guitar and enjoy others playing as well to realize
the differences between the themes and catch that i am
alive, and the most important thing is that loving people
make easier the life.

I got that i like and respect myself so much and it caused
to love and respect others to make them pay it back to me
but all these are hard-earned experiences , i thought speak-
ing more than listening cause terrible.

- Farnoush 

Iwould tell myself to look beneath the surface of all
relationships and feel them as well as see them. I
would say stay true to what you love doing and be

mindfull of my ego trying to own me and what I am con-
nected to--that can starve creativity.

And lastly I would say, stay light -neither the past or the
future are real or can hurt you if you live in the present,dive
into yourself and focus. 

- Rob
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START A BUSINESS. MAKE SURE IT HELPS
PEOPLE. MAKE IT FUN. MAKE LOTS OF
MONEY AND GIVE MOST OF IT AWAY.

- Michael 

Iwould tell my younger self several things...

1. Invest sooner. Be sure to prepare for the fu-
ture as early as you can. You may think that you
are young and that time is slow...but it is not. So,
prepare now so that you can enjoy more in the
future.

2. Along that same point...TIME MOVES FAST!!
So follow through with things and get them
done. Dont hold off and think that you have
plenty of time. Before you know it, you will have
a pile of things that you wish you would have
done (like I do now) and nowhere near the free
time to do them. Live life like an adventure!

3. Learn. Learn as much as you can about
everything that you can. Your brain is huge and
is an amazing tool with tons of capacity. Fill it.

Then use that knowledge the best you can and
focus on helping others.

Those three things would be great to pass
on to a younger me. But, then the paradox
occurs...the younger me that I was will not re-
ally listen to the older me that I am now and
will continue along the path that I was going,
thinking that I know more as a young person
that most older people knew. It is the time-
less problem that will forever exist. Young
people think that older people have lost
touch with facts and just dont understand
how the current world works. Hence, their
advice does not apply to this moment.

But oh, to have a time machine... 

-Eric
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Iwould say: "you are amazingly resilient. I know things
are tough but from where I'm standing in 2012 it's
mostly just stuff. Even the really painful stuff is a build-
ing block to now. Real life is challenging. Your chal-

lenges place you well to help other people. When it gets
overwhelming, the seaside, cats, creativity and sleep are all
ace. Try to laugh everyday. Especially on the bad days. You

can and will survive domestic abuse and worse, the loss of
a child. You are bipolar, it's not easy. My best advice is that
pain is survivable and makes you strong. As Ghandi sug-
gested, be the change you wish to see in the world. Love
yourself. I love you " x 

- Saskia
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Be more serious in
figuring out your ca-
reer path. Take the

harder path. Be con-
fident in yourself,
your opinions and

your abilities. Know
that you are a beau-
tiful person.  

- Lily

My advice would be to question more.
Don't participate unless you can add value

or learn more. Be decisive, then patient. 
- Laurence
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HAPPINESS, CONTENTMENT AND
INNER PEACE COME FROM:
ACCEPTING YOURSELF AS YOU
ARE; NOT TRYING TO BE ANY-
THING OR ANYONE ELSE, YOU ARE
PERFECT AS YOU ARE.

REMINDING YOURSELF DAILY OF
ALL YOU HAVE TO BE GRATEFUL
FOR.
BEING FULLY PRESENT IN THE
MOMENT. 

- Liz 

First off I wouldn't talk to my
younger self unless I had to. 
If I had to I would say 
"Keep trusting yourself". 

- Chris 

NEVER BE AFRAID TO CHALLENGE
TRADITIONAL THINKING. 

- Deanna

I would say everything is relative, except what is
inexistent. So even relativity is relative. And to do

only what feels right at all times. 
- Luiz

Regrets In Life
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Iwould make my younger self read the essay essay
titled "Advice, like youth, probably just wasted on
the young" written by Mary Schmich. Here is a link to

the text version: 
http://plodplod.blogspot.co.uk/2006/07/advice-like-youth-
probably-just-wasted.html and here is the video version enti-
tled Sunscreen Speech:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y_cLCkf3XxY. 

- Naheem

“Listen, smile, agree, and
then do whatever the fuck

you were gonna do anyway.”
― Robert Downey Jr. 

- Hash

If I could go back I would say:

• “ Love God, but take a step back from the church and see
the world.” There are so many beautiful things around you
that you are going to miss, trying to place life in cate-
gories of Right and Wrong.

• Experience everything, be present in every moment in
every situation you find yourself involved in, you’re going
to want these memories.

• Get outside of your comfort zone. Ask more questions,
not merely just to know answers, but to share in experi-
ences.

• Find a way to see the world. Explore the world outside
of your culture. There is so much more to be known.

• Go to Princeton, Forget Rutgers, go somewhere where
your mind can be pushed and expanded.

• Take Latin, you’ll be glad you did.

• Believe when they constantly tell you that you are
greater than this moment, when they tell you that you
have a gift, own it.

• Listen to people. They will always have stories to tell,
there is always a journey. Listen to the lessons they share.

• Give up trying. You will never fit into the world the way
you thought you would. Perfect you as you because they
people that are drawn to you are the ones you want any-
way.

• Only take a few people into your heart as charities,
knowing they will never give back what you give. You
will be tempted to love everyone unconditionally. You
will be tempted to give and give without getting much
in return. And because you believe this, you will give
until you are empty. Though, it is a noble jester, it will
break you at some point, because you will find yourself
surrounded, even in your intercircle with people who
will drain but not always give. You must learn balance.

• Never hold on tightly to someone who wants to go.
Though letting go is hard, the pain of struggling to
hold on is crippling. It will do lifetime damage. Allow
people to come and go with the seasons. Appreciate
what they can teach you and then move on. 

- Maketta 

Regrets In Life
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I think I would rather ask my younger self for advice. What were my dreams,
have I done everything my younger self dreamed of doing, it is never too late. 

- Jose

Firstly a quick heads up - you will grow too tall to
be a fighter pilot in the RAAF. However, this is not
an excuse to stop trying in school. Even though the
subjects you're studying were all chosen to get you

into a career you can no longer have, in a few years time per-
sonal interest will drive you to gain the same knowledge
anyway, so you might as well get it over and done with now.

Just because you were brought up with the idea of "Treat
others the way you want to be treated" doesn't mean that
it exists out in the real world. Trust is something people need
to earn, not something to be given away without a second
thought. Sadly, the world we live in is less golden and won-
derful than we were led to believe and a lot more dark and
twisted. But as long as you are aware of this and take it into
account at all times then you will be protect from it (to a cer-
tain degree). "A pessimist is just an optimist with experi-
ence"

Your parents are right, despite how many times you tell

them otherwise. However, you wont fully realize it until you
send your friends kids to their rooms (while you're babysit-
ting), for the first time, in the exact same way that your dad
did to you and your brother with you were the kids ages. No
matter how many times you assured yourself (and your
folks) that you wouldn't resort to the same methods they
used on you, you still did it, just like they said you would
when you were older. Suddenly you realize that every time
they ended an argument/discussion by saying "When you
are older you'll understand" they were actually referring to
this exact moment, when you finally accept that not only
were your parents right, but you knew less than them.

NEVER lend friends money

Don't ever learn from other people's mistakes - Because
other people might have screwed it up and you could be
the first person to do it right! 

- Andrew

Life is short. Really. Trust the One who is trustwor-
thy. God thru His Son Jesus Christ. Stop worrying
so much about what others think about you, be
you. If you are not you, no one else will be, and

the things you were put on the planet to do, won't be

done. Take one day at a time!! Don't loose the dream.
Don't allow others to denigrate, dampen or destroy
YOUR dream!! 

- Fred

Live Life to fullest ..
Dont worry about the world..

live life!
- Ruchir
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This post comes at such a timely
point for me. I have recently been
diagnosed with Advanced Breast
Cancer which gave me great reason

to look back at my life and wonder what I
should or could have done differently. What
it all is boiling down to now is, not that I
could have done anything differently but
that if I had the knowledge I do now, I might
have eaten better, added more veggies
(which I still don't have a taste for) to my diet.
I certainly would have taken the time to slow
down a bit more and not constantly try to be
the best.

I realize I am a workaholic and I always put
that down to loving my job. Now I realize I
need to love my life and family and job and
balance them all, because by not having
done so, I've had to take time from the job I
love so and time from my family who are my
world, to focus on my healing so I can be
here for them in the end.

Here is a link to my blog if you would care to
know more about my story. http://www.pam-
menteryoung.com/

Live life with care on love!

- Michelle
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I could give my younger self a tip for the future: sun cream would be it. (not
original quote just an adaptation). It is as true now as it was in 1997).

http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/columnists/chi-schmich-sunscreen-column,0,4054576.column
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sTJ7AzBIJoI 

- Cosmin

1. Compliments disarm someone. If you are having difficulties with someone, give them a genuine compliment.

2. No one wants to look like a jerk. Think before you speak, if what you are going to say will make a person look
bad. Try to just express how you feel without saying something negative about that person.

3. The only one you can rely/depend on always is God. Everyone else (not intentionally) will probably let you down
at some point in time, so don’t put all your hope in one person.

4. Grown ups are just big kids. Sometimes this helps to think of in dealing with a difficult person. People who are
hard to deal with often stopped developing emotionally at an early age.

5. Relationships are like a ship navigating at night through icebergs. You have to steer clear of them even though
you can’t see that most of their mass is floating under the surface and you don’t want to scrape up the bottom of
your ship. When I was in first grade, I had a teacher, Mr. Pelander, who had us write creatively every week. This one
time, while everyone was at his or her desk quietly writing, I asked him if I could sit this one out because I disliked
writing. I don’t remember what he said, but he didn’t say no. Somehow he got me to turn around, walk back to my
desk, sit down and try to start writing again. If you can do that with people, instead of letting things escalate into
an argument, you will be much more at peace. 

- Kim
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I would have borrowed some lines from Pound:

What thou lovest well remains,
the rest is dross

What thou lov'st well shall not be reft from thee
What thou lov'st well is thy true heritage

Whose world, or mine or theirs
or is it of none?

First came the seen, then thus the palpable
Elysium, though it were in the halls of hell,
What thou lovest well is thy true heritage

What thou lov'st well shall not be reft from thee

The ant's a centaur in his dragon world.
Pull down thy vanity, it is not man

Made courage, or made order, or made grace,
Pull down thy vanity, I say pull down.

Learn of the green world what can be thy place
In scaled invention or true artistry,

Pull down thy vanity,
Paquin pull down!

The green casque has outdone your elegance.
"Master thyself, then others shall thee beare"

Pull down thy vanity
Thou art a beaten dog beneath the hail,

A swollen magpie in a fitful sun,
Half black half white

Nor knowst'ou wing from tail
Pull down thy vanity
How mean thy hates

Fostered in falsity,
Pull down thy vanity,

Rathe to destroy, niggard in charity,
Pull down thy vanity,

I say pull down.

But to have done instead of not doing
This is not vanity

To have, with decency, knocked
That a Blunt should open

To have gathered from the air a live tradition
or from a fine old eye the unconquered flame

this is not vanity.
Here error is all in the not done,

all in the diffidence that faltered . . . 

- Nuri

Regrets In Life
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The letter to me who has been
through all since birth until the

winning moment:

Dear myself,
You are always in my heart and will be.

I know you have made mistakes, took
false decisions, been arrogant and suf-
fered a lot. But I will always be happy for
only one reason. You have always trusted
yourself. You have also had a good will
and always wanted to find the truth. You
felt sad when you saw a beggar at the
corner of the street, when somebody was
punished so bad. You have trusted your-
self and said there has to be a better
world and you went for the search of it.
You said sorry to people that you thought
you might have hurt them known or un-
known. You did it because you care about
them. I would always be thankful to you
for that.

Your best decision in life was when you
went for the search of truth. It was to find
own potential and all that is good with
your deep consciousness. I can still re-
member the time when you were writing
18 hours a day, 4 hours sleep and 2 hours
for everything else. I can still remember
it only gave you more life, energy and
passion.

You cried many times because you were
betrayed, abandoned, used or fired. My
friend, today I have got a news for you.
You are now in the moment of your life,
you have found the love of your life, be-
came your own boss, helping mankind
and finally found the truth. Yes, it's only
you who can bring light to the world.
Thank everybody who has rejected you.
You are a winner because they have been
their true self and now you found yours.
Enjoy and be happy forever. 

- Mydul
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THE BEATLES HAD IT RIGHT, “ALL YOU NEED IS LOVE…” DO WHAT YOU
LOVE, SURROUND YOURSELF WITH THOSE YOU LOVE, KEEP ONLY THE

THINGS YOU LOVE, TAKE CARE OF WHAT YOU LOVE. AND MOST IMPOR-
TANTLY, THE TYPE OF LOVE FOUND IN FAIRY TALES REALLY DOES EXIST –

WAIT FOR IT AND NEVER SETTLE FOR ANYONE OR ANYTHING LESS… 
- Michelle
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Iwould approach advice to myself
based on avoiding the regrets of
today and trying to increase the life
experiences I look back at with joy.

From that standpoint, I would first tell
myself to stand up for people, especially
those that are different or weaker. My
biggest regrets in my life are from when I
treated someone poorly or when I saw
someone being abused or taken advantage
of and stood by idly. As I get older, the best
memories that have stuck with me are the
times I had the guts to "stand up for the lit-
tle guy".

I would tell myself to take more risks
early. As you get older, risk taking actually
gets harder, not easier. Take that job at the
start-up company instead of the Fortune
500. Take the year studying abroad, try to
get funding for your idea, learn kickboxing,
shoot the ball when it's game point, ask for
the promotion, try to make new friends.

Also, invest that $50K you had in the bank
in 1999 in Apple stock and leave it in there!! 

- Ron
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STOP THINKING ABOUT SEX ALL THE TIME & START
THINKING OF FUTURE CAREER OR WHAT YOU WANT TO
REALLY DO IN LIFE EVEN IF IT WONT GET YOU RICH….. 

- Valentine

To my younger self, Invest in people; they are
the key to a happy ending.

In order to get there, love yourself, understand
who you are and what you want to become.

You can find that out by following a simple recipe.
Along the way it can become harder to follow, but
don’t give up … try again. Don’t cheat by skipping
or reversing the steps; because in the end it will do
more damage than good.

1. Free your soul; find God within yourself
2. Free your heart; accept your feelings and let them
run wild
3. Open your mind; seek for knowledge and be open

to new perspectives
4. Embrace your body; a beautiful interior is not

enough After you accomplished all that You are
complete. Doubt and fear will disappear and you’ll
become the master of your fate, the captain of
your soul.

But to make it even better, don’t be selfish and
share your secret. Love others as you love yourself. If

you manage to make even one life breathe easier
because you have lived, then you have succeeded.

As for your happy ending, it will live forever in the
hearts of all whose life you changed.

No matter what, be patient, it is all about the jour-
ney. And I know that this one will be worth watch-
ing!

- Georgiana
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Trust your instincts, listen to what they have to say,
they'll see you right.

Dreaming is good, it will make you into a creative person,
but you need to seize more opportunities, stop being so
scared and stop worrying because at this point your worries
aren't worries at all. (you'll also look the best you've ever
looked, one day your teenager photos will be envied by your
30 year old self )

Also remember that all terrible moments pass and even-
tually are nothing more than vague memories, problems
solve themselves, tempers cool and nothing is as bad as it
feels.

Go for things, ask that guy out, you know which one,
you'll spend the rest of your years thinking about what
might have been.

Don't make out with that guy at graduation in the boys
toilets, it's gross and he turns out to be a loser (great kisser
though)

Those people that were mean to you? They're living bor-
ing uninspired lives and still living with their parents, you
find out that there are lots of people out there that are in-
teresting and different and that think you're great to be
around so don't let it get you down or you'll find it shapes
the way future you interacts with people.

They don't tell you this but the subjects you choose at
14 are terribly important, you chose useless subjects, it
seems hard to plan your career so young but you need to
pick wisely, choose things that will give you options, don't
pick things that can be done as hobbies. You're also going
to wish you'd paid more attention to French. You suck at
Maths, but guess what you mother was right, once you've
passed the exam you never have to look at another math
book again.

Overall, always ask for more, question everything, trust
your instinct and don't be afraid to be yourself. 

- Runcible

I will never bound myself from anything which
i wanna do coz it will led me to explore this

beautiful world more and even in a better way.
- Kashaf

Don't take advice from anyone, they hardly know
what they're talking about but feel compelled to
help - this can be damaging as you won't be able
to own your mistakes. Learn to differentiate be-

tween advice and wisdom: the latter does not
originate in the person telling you about it, but it
is a gift passed on to you from a larger, older, un-

knowable source.

- William

Regrets In Life
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Be a skeptic. But beware of getting stuck
in pointless questions. Sometimes a
valid answer is "its a stupid f***ing
question, it doesn't matter, we will
never know, but what we do know is
that we're right here right now, so let's
do something constructive instead".

-Spread your efforts in different areas, but never too thick
or too thin. Having countless interests is a beautiful thing,
but it will also slow your development, and whilst some of
the smartest people in this world like Erwin Schrödinger and
others recommend you never narrow your specialties to
one, don't have too many, pick a few things and be the best
you can ever be. (e.g. carpentry, rock climbing and experi-
mental physical chemistry)?

-You don't owe your life to yourself, you are human and
therefore a social entity, your happiness and well-being is
dependent on those who are around you. You have a moral

obligation to others and the act of helping others is a duty,
not an act of kindness, and it is encouraged to take pride
and be happy in fulfilling your responsibility.

-Take pride in doing things differently, but have a mal-
leable mindset and the courage to admit when your wrong
and adopt a better way of doing things.

-Strengthen yourself in philosophy and mathematics.
Those two disciplines are in every area in your life.

Finally, know how small you are, that will instill the high-
est quality of humbleness that is needed...just read the ba-
sics of astronomy and understand or at least try to get a
sense of the scale of things and what you measure against
an entire universe.

Have funn.

- Yehia 

I
see you in the front yard of the
little wartime house you grew
up in close by the Detroit river.
You keep walking around a
large old bush planted close by
the house -into the shaded se-
cret place and then back out in
the world where is it bright and

exceedingly real. I want to tell you that
this is good. It is practice for everything
that is to come.

I visit you in your childhood room, there
you are crouched over your little desk,
penning your first book 'Jim, Jan and Kojan
Escape from Spies'. I want to tell you that I
still have that book treasured away, lami-
nated by Aunt Kiki. Every time I look
through it and I come to the page where
you changed a sentence by writing it out
in your wobbling hand and taping the cor-
rection over the laminated page, I want to
tell you how very much I love you, for you
are the beginning of what I have become.
I would tell you that you began something
that I am ever trying to finish off and that
you began me despite the parched soil
you felt around you. I am here to tell you
that it was worth it.

I see you playing with some children in
Mitchell Park. You are on the swings. You
changed something that day. You parted
your hair to the side instead of in the mid-
dle. It seems so small from where I am sit-
ting now. A miniscule gesture. But, you
knew when you did it that it was the
strongest of rebellions and that later on that
day at the swings, your face burning hot
with shame as all of the neighborhood kids
ridiculed you, that you would not budge
from this decision. I wish I was able to be
there with you afterwards. I would have just
told you to hold tight, the eighties would be
your decade and that you would leave that
town without looking back. That you would
find allies, gypsies, artists and freaks and
that you would feel at home.

I wish you had the same ability to see me
as I do to see you. I think it would have re-
assured you to know that it all worked out.
I would thank-you for picking the road less
travelled.

- Melanie

Regrets In Life
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First off, you're gay. You've al-
ways been 'different'. You've
known this since kindergarten.
Embrace it in the face of what
others will say. Seek out those
who's company you enjoy. Play

with the smart [nerdy] boys & girls. Respect
you body. Don't drink so much in college.
Save & invest your birthday money for a thing
called, "Google". Buy low, sell high. Look for a
community where you can make a Home and
keep good friends close-by. Get a dog. Be nice

to others along the way. Kindness is self-gen-
erating. People will like you for YOU. Don't be
so afraid; cautious yes, afraid, no. Don't go
thru the intersection Downtown on your way
back from the furniture store in your purple
Neon, take a different route. Stay in the West
112th street apartment. Learn Hungarian.
LOVE freely and often. You get back what you
give out. YOU create your own reality. Your fa-
ther loved you.  

- Rob
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You´ll understand your mother.
Don´t cry because of these guys. 

They really don´t deserve it. 
Save money.

- Carolina 

1) Question Authority.
2) Breathe.
3) When needed, Scream. Let "it" out and watch "it" flow out of your inner prison.
4) Breathe Again. 

- Lionel 
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Iwould tell my young self that
listening to my parent's
views is a good thing, but

that you need to know and fol-
low your own mind and heart
and not surrender your future
to anyone else. That even the
adults who love you can be mis-
guided and you can't rely on them
to tell you what or who is right for
you; that just because you are
young does not mean you should
not decide that for yourself. That

feeling passionate about some-
thing or someone is not a bad
thing - that true passion is rare -
and to listen to your heart as well
as your head, because your head
isn't always right and you can talk
yourself out of your life if you
aren't careful.

I would hope to point out the
value of love from a true heart and
a loyal soul, and that she would be
able to recognise it when she ex-
perienced it. I would plead with

her to be strong and courageous,
agree to disagree as needed,
stand alone if need be, and say
and do whatever is needed to ex-
press her heart even if its terrify-
ing - and to not just give up at the
first 'no' -and not to run away to
forget her pain. And I would tell
her that God will be with her
whatever may come. 

- Melissa

You don't need to look the goal , just take a first step, Life is about suc-
cess from failure and you have the found the right place to start this
conversation as TED is also about it. However , Look before you leap! 

- Dilip

Don't join the armed service for any reason!
- Walter

Be careful with the advice you give because the
wise don't need it and fools won't heed it.

-Vern

DON’T GO TO LAW SCHOOL.
- Lea
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Iwant to tell myself that once you start
punishing yourself, you're never
going to stop. Life's never going to stop
being confusing and so very, very frus-

trating, but you really can handle it. Asking
for help doesn't make you less than perfect-
-it makes you braver and smarter and more

resourceful. I want to convince myself that
harm to yourself and others isn't going to
help you. I want to tell myself to roll with the
punches, because you really can't imagine
what happens to you next.

- Sashah

The decisions you've made previ-
ously affect you currently... and the
decisions you make currently will af-

fect you eventually. Make decisions wisely
& well. Make Time your best friend & trusted
ally. How Time is spent/invested in the past
affects the current... and how Time is

spent/invested in the current affects the fu-
ture. The destinations you reach in Life... and
the journeys you travel on...is a tapestry of
Time spent/invested & Decisions made. 

- Peter
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"What advice would you give to a younger
being? Age, culture, ethnic background, and

special circumstances are arbitrary, irrele-
vant, and up to you."

I would say, It is a long journey pack light.
Literally and figuratively. Life is a wonder-
ful journey if we remain open to challenge
and persevere over what we think we are

limited to have. 
- Rhonda
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I would tell him to be who you
are! becuase whenever I con-
temlate the year before I find

myself to have been more 
stupid by a serious margin, so I
guess I am on the right track :D 

-Omeid
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Stay in college full time. I would show him
the awful results of putting it off, of being
too emotional, of dating that fool girl and

falling into doomed love.
- Brandon

Everything about you is just as it
should be. nothing is in vain. even if

you don't yet understand why.
- Sarah
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DON’T BE SO AFRAID, TAKE A RISK! 
- Eva

I would advise young me to dream big and don't
buy into the script written for you by others. I
would tell him to sort out the issues with your
parents sooner than later. I would tell me to find
a mentor (or two or three) and get counsel on
the way forward in your life. I would tell him to
challenge himself as much as possible in high
school because college IS going to much
tougher than you think it will be. I would advise
him to find his passion and then find work using
that passion. I would tell him to live every day
like it will be your last and to live in the moment.

- Brad

The advice I would give my younger self is don't
think a highschool relationship has to be "the

one" (ie dump the guy) and learn to ask for help. If
I would have learned to ask people for help,infor-
mation, and advice ,instead of thinking I had to

go it alone, I would have gotten so much futher so
much faster. The only thing is, I don't know if I

would have taken my own advice! 
- Annamarie
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Explore your DREAMS.
- Juan

EVERYTHING happens for a reason.
- Nick

Find happiness and accept, rather than worry, 
that you will make mistakes;-)

- Jason 

Anything worth having comes with time. Learn
something from everyone. Knowledge is

power. If you can't explain something simply
then you don't understand it. Nice guys finish

last. Family first. Balance in life and in love. 
- Jordan

Dude..... Take Things Seriously for God
Sake... Your Present is effecting my 

Past, Present & future....!!! 
- Ankit
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Iwould just tell me, NEVER try to
change anyone or wait for them
to change... If you like them but

you cannot stand the differences,
NEVER start any type of relationship.
That would cause you  lots of your
time...

Stick to God. THINK more. God is

watching you but you should think and
do, and then hope the best comes in
your way...

And you are much better than you
think. ( I wish my older me would tell
me that now too, cause i still dont be-
lieve in that!) 

- Navid
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I told my young son "take a look at every-
thing i have done then do the exact oppo-

site... and you'll be just fine. :-)" 
- Ken

What I would tell myself is
(18 years, now 23):

If you don't listen to anything,
listen to this: learn how to medi-
tate. A lot of scientific studies
have been done already and a lot
of them will come and confirm
that it will reduce your worrying
and sleep behavior. Read up on it.
You will become more happy, it's
crazy but true. The same thing
applies to running and cycling.

Some advice on being social:
If you feel like a social outcast,

know that it is possible to be-
come anyone you want. If you
feel like a popular hipster, it is still
possible to become anyone you
want ;-)

Some advice about girls:
A lot more people are se-

cretely a bit attracted to each
other than you assume. You can

see this via their eyes, how they
smile, their heartbeat and in gen-
eral if they enjoy talking to you
(most situations). If you feel in-
sanely attracted to a girl for no
particular reason, she likes you,
you're picking up the signal un-
consciously.

Some advice about school:
If you put your mind to it

school is way more easy than you
think, in fact you can do two or
more years in one. If you want to
do this at high school, talk to the
director of your school. University
is more fun and easy by the way
than your curriculum right now.

Some advice about friends:
Even the relationships with

your best friends will change over
time, most of the time it's subtle.
Know that relationships are not
static.

Some advice about your cur-
rent mindset:

It's good that you have a philo-
sophical mindset and question a
lot of things. However, when
you're in a conversation, question
yourself this: are you seeking for
truth at this moment? Or do you
want to strenghten the relation-
ship with the one your talking
with? If your answer is the latter,
then don't be so overly
specific/truth seeking. I love your
openess!! :)

Some advice about opinions:
Some people will say that

you're weird and dissapprove of
you, but companies will pay you
for it. You even get friends be-
cause of your 'weirdness' / 'cre-
ativity' ;-) 

- Melvin
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- Don't rely on others too often and don't trust people too much.
- Develop a sense of inner judgment to determine what's right and what's wrong. Don't
follow the rules blindly.
- Time and effort are your building blocks. Have the right plan, choose the right building
materials, have the best bricks and do it right from the ground up.
===
- Open your eyes as wide as you can. Be as curious as you can be. Find the right answers
to your questions. Seek the truth; you won't ever really know it unless you try with all
your heart and mind to find it. 

- Amr

"Don't worry about what others think"
"Enjoy every day and don't try to grow up so soon"
"Trust your instincts and stick to them"
"Always look for the positives" 

- Adriana

Travel more.
Don't take those early relationships so seriously.
Avoid Babylon and don't worry about religion.
Be nicer to Mum and Dad, they don't last forever. 

- Obey

My advice to myself would be very very simple.
"Everything is going to be okay. Just pay attention." 

- Vida
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It will be rough. You will not always listen to those red
flags....your whisperer and you will fail. Know this,
failure is part of the molecular structure of life. You

will great at whatever you do, as long as you do it full
out. It might be hard sometimes, listen to your heart, it
is the only thing that knows the next step and when to
retreat.

Love you 

- Sarah

If you were older you wouldn't feel compelled to an-
swer this question. The reason you feel compelled to
answer it is because you're inexperienced and you don't

have the experience to realize we all stumble through our
lives looking for our true selves...while hoping like hell that
person is someone we respect. It's a MF (you can figure out
what the letters mean ;-) ) 

- Gord

Just close your eyes and jump.
Just go with the flow.

Whatever will be, will be... 
- Mikey

Take time to meet people, to listen to what they say,
to see what they do. And keep up with them from
time to time. Especially with those that struck a
chord, either when you first met or much later.

It's a great ride. 
- Dora
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I recommend you to watch the " tuesdays with morrie" film. It has changed my
view in last decade, and you will find a lot of lessons during the film such as :

- When you learn how to die, you learn how to live
- Death ends a life, not a relationship 

- Hashem 
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"Change nothing, your life will be awesome."
- Brian

Adults can say hurtful things about you or to you - try not to believe them.
Eat fiber. 

- Kate 

God has given you Time and Energy, make more Value out of it.
Nothing is Permanent.

Do whatever it take for Good Health, especially maintain your
weight.

Make reasonable rules for yourself that you don't violate. 
- Abbas

My advice to my younger self would be; 'just
keep going it wil be alright in the end'. 

- Janice

Worry less. 

A LOT less! 
- Tom
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I wish I had realized sooner
that: if you are going to take a

difficult class buy the book a
semester ahead and read it. 

- Robert

Wh e n e v e r
you hap-
pen to
have a

sense of inferiority,
don't blame yourself or
chalk that up to the cir-
cumstances.

Don't compare your-
self to other people be-
cause they can never be
like you, and so do you.

Also, don't be cocky.
There's no such thing

as a better one or an in-
ferior one.

When you're in a very
tough situation, you
would try to change the
situation.

But don't do that
again.

You need to learn how
to let things go,

And remember, don't
you ever feel that you're
a failure just because
you failed to do some-
thing.

Be powerfully positive.
You don’t need to be

always certain.
But “never stop be-

lievin’ in yourself ” lol

Don't let your dreams
be shallow or empty.

There's no enemy.
In the Bible, that says,

"To love your enemy."
I know that it's very

difficult for you to do
that, but the reason for
doing that is also very
reasonable.

To be an enemy to
someone is apparently

your loss.
Learn to get along

with the people you
work with.

Even though there are
a ton of things I want to
advise, but let me just
stop here because I also
know that knowing
something theoretically
isn't that helpful.

So don't try to memo-
rize all of the messages
here.

I’m not preaching, and
I’m not asking you to be
perfect.

Just put them into
practice whenever you
get sick of your life and
get selfish. 

- Elizabeth
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Discover yourself by trying yourself, explore the world, explore your
world, ask questions, search truth, be whoever you want, that is all. 

- Everett

Spend more money, you
are going to get old but
not as much as you
think. There is nothing
like wrong decisions,

it´s ok to be impulsive
sometimes. Put the
stress aside, that is
going to help you to re-
duce anxiety. Believe in

yourself, be confident...
no one is going to re-
member well behaved
people.

- Said

Trust yourself. Follow your intuitions. Work harder than you need to. Choose positive.
Hang out with positive people. Hang out with your peers. Express your true feelings
and thoughts as much as you possibly can. You are the sculptor of your life. Breathe
deeply. Breathe slowly. Relax. Enjoy. Remember that you were born to have fun. 

- Rhona

This is the advice I wish to give :
Learn from others mistake rather than you making the same mistake so that u

grow up more wise painlessly :) Nevertheless don't hesitate to take calculated
risks and be proactive,caring and altruistic all the time ..

Get into habit of reading more books on life
Regards,

- Bharath 

Hi Bharath
I do give that advice too.

Life is too short to make mistakes, learn from others'
mistakes and you will be twice as smart.

Cheers
- Edwin
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Dear young one, The world doesn't get easier to
live in unless you get better at navigating the
world. You cannot steady the ocean, but you
can steady the boat! If you want peace, don't

talk to your friends, talk to your enemies. Your brain is a
muscle, flex it regularly through meditation and other
brain excersises.

Listen.listen.listen.
Dance.dance.dance.
You will be ok as long as you remember who you

wanted to be.

Save your money for traveling instead of things,
you'll get rid of the things, but you won't ever get rid of
the memories of the places you've seen. Worrying is use-
less. Try not to do it. You'll be able to smile more if you
don't worry so much. Avoid using credit cards.

Brush your teeth. AND
Don't take psychedelics in large groups of people...

You'll like it better in nature with one or two friends(: 

- Anita
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Don't buy an Xbox...
- Anthony

You are the best you when humble, 
love it and love everyone crossing your path.

More people cross a bright path than 
one that is not lit.

Use your energy to enlighten yourself 
and others souls will spark with you.

Listen intently.

Sometimes I find myself thinking about how I
think, about how I think, about how I think...

Maybe I might start to think about how I think,
about how others think, about how they think.

Will you join me? 
- Enrico
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"Politics and media are full of poison. Don't listen to them.
They will only try to make you think the way they do.

Your truth is the one spoken by your own voice. Everything
else is just mere influence - for you to choose or not to choose,
if your own voice has the confidence..."

My generation has left the world in such a bad mess for your
generation to clear up, precisely because I DID listen to politi-
cians and the media, and I did NOT listen to my own voice. 

- Allan

Learn as much as possible
while at school rather then
wanting to grow up too quick. 

- Alexander

DO NOT BE AFRAID TO
TRY THINGS. THIS IS
HOW YOU LEARN.DO
NOT BE AFRAID TO
MAKE MISTAKES. THIS
IS HOW YOU LEARN
ASIDE FROM TRYING
OUT NEW THINGS. :) 

- Pam
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Defend yourself against
those bullies, but use your
logic, not your anger. You
are different, but not less.

This is all temporary and you will rise
above it all someday. Now go, and
don't be afraid to make mistakes, but
cherish everyone you meet because
they will shape who you are, even if
their intentions are negative. 

- Derek

To be grateful is the light which will
bring happiness. I create my happiness
simply through the clearness and soli-
tude of thought. I would have told my-

self...... "learn to quite your mind" :) 
- Erin

Do not drink. That is the 
one thing that will destroy

anytihng you work for.
- William
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Figure out what your real values are - this is
hard. If you don't like working and are eas-
ily stressed out, learn to live within the
boundaries of your limits. People who try to

contradict their biology will always fail.

The world works on natural laws. Everyone gives
thought and advice contrary to what is scientifically
true. Humans are machines that require energy and
break under stress they can't handle.

Modern society is a toxic brew of nonsensical crap,
don't define your success by money, work or prestige.
Don't look at what your society values. Find out who
you really are, what you value, and ignore the worlds
opinion. Don't look to society for who you should be-
come, find out whats true about the functioning of
your own body/yourself (patterns of behaviour, what
you predominantly do in terms of habits, what stresses
you out, etc).

It may be painful at first, but in the long run you
will have no regrets if you come to see yourself
clearly in terms of scientific functioning. Most
people can't think straight about themselves or the

world, so 99% of all advice they'd give you is useless.
Thinking clearly is not human beings forte. Each person
has a different nature (i.e. energy levels, stress tolerances,
etc). So what they would give as advice for themselves, is
not advice for you!

Working hard won't bring you success, success is more

luck of the biological hand you've been dealt then a any-
thing else. If you disbelieve this go visit a hospital for sick
kids or watch documentaries on genius. "work hard =
success" is the biggest lie since what jobs and their pay
are constantly shifting and institutions change, die or go
extinct. There are plenty of hard jobs that pay nothing
that are creative and demanding (writing, animation, etc).
What can be automated will eventually be automated.

There is no free will.
- Bob
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Here is the best advise you will ever get kid. If you never want to be confused about why things didn't go 
according to plan and if you want to make good judgement, always find things out for yourself.

- Lance

Major in something use-
ful—there's time later and
on weekends for philoso-
phy or creative writing or
any of the other un-em-
ployable outlets for the
idealism you have bounc-
ing around in your head.

- Erik 

Life is a Journey and every op-
portunity is and was created
by you, for you to grow, and to
move closer to your true self;
embrace and love yourself at a
deeper level = freedom.
There are no mistakes only
opportunities for growth and
movement forward.

- Teresa
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Even with my grandkids I provide a direction and
a base to return to and communicate with. Pro-
viding a clear path and outline the desired out-
comes do not provide the individual with a

opportunity to fail or succeed.

I feel it is important to know that they accomplished or
failed at their challenges. I think failure is very important.

What occurs after a failure is the sign of the person who lives
within.

If you have been (or had) a proper role model then all
the rest is a piece of bacalava.

All the best. Bob 

- Robert
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I'm one of those peeps who would not give my younger self any advice, because whatever I have
learned, the hard way or otherwise, I could not have learned any other way (even had I received
a letter from the future). And that in itself was one of the things I had to learn the hard way. I truely
have no regrets about my life whatsoever, nor could I ever have them again. That is an awesome thing

to be able to say.
So if I could give another younger individual any advice, I guess that would be it. The only thing that

does happen, is the only thing that can happen. How could it be otherwise? This requires trust in reality,
but it's a trust that can be duely earned and grows with experience, if you pay attention to it. There is nothing
blind about it, no faith required. You may sometimes feel that you could have learned something a lot
sooner or easier, but is that true? Could you really have?

When you start looking at it honestly, the larger picture of the events of your life and how they add up
to where you are now, starts to look pretty amazing. Because it all fits together so incredibly well (of course
in retrospect everything does, so don't project too much meaning onto it). And no, it really could not have
happened any other way. If you can learn to see that, everything else will follow. And most importantly,
don't take it from me. Just keep it in mind to find out for yourself.

- Mark

None, because I know I am not going to listen to my own advice anyway...
Also none, because it would lead to time-paradoxa we better not wiggle with.

- Lejan

Work harder on quality of work produced.
Pay less attention to what others think of you.

Demand more discipline of myself and my kids.

Invest in Apple and Microsoft.
Learn to play golf sooner. Play a round with my dad.

-Robert 
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Get a PHD 
- Mark

Remember, that every situation
is not permanent. That imperma-
nence and understanding that
concept as much as you can is
probably the most important
thing you can do. DON'T date
Christine...you'll regret it! =]
Work on your patients and your
not as alone as you think you are.
The patience thing....yeah it af-
fects the way you meet people
too! Good friends will come it's
just a bit harder to find the right
people with the similar interests
but they come!
Stay positive, keep in touch with
family and love as many people
as humanly possible. 

- Ryan 

Always stay positive with
any situation. Remember to
look on the bright side of
things, because somewhere
out there in the world,
someone has it a lot worse
than you. And never forget
that in the end, it'll all be
okay. 
- Ashley 

Every time that you abuse yourself
physically, with drink, cigarettes,
excessive exercise,
sunbathing...your body will re-
member...maybe in a year maybe
in 30 years....but it will remember
and it will not be happy. 

- David
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I think I would need a book.
It would probably start with TAKE CARE OF YOUR TEETH.

-Barry 

Be happy in your life because it will not be repeated again
- Amal

Actual thought into your morals and beliefs. We're all capable
of being better than who we are, it takes a strong person to do
the right things. I know people argue that right and wrong are
a subjective ideal and feeling, which is true, so everybody's
definition changes change with each and every individual,
whether they're a follower or a leader, it's funny to me how
deep I went inside my mind and somewhat shared how my
thoughts work and that I tried really hard to get my point
across, I failed, because everybody here thinks that I'm vain,
which to an extent I am, and your probably thinking that I have
issues that I need to real with, all of that is true, but I believe I
know how to deal with it in a healthier way than most, hope-
fully you'll get a chance to read my book, it could be a year or
it could be 20, but It's my goal and I will accomplish it.

- Anonymous
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Ibelieve most people, if not all, ask
themselves this question. The reason
being, that when they leave the nest
and actually realize how life really

works, they self reflect and wish they
made better decisions, which they believe
would put them in a better place, be
ahead of the game of life, go to college get
a degree in a high paying field, trophy
wife, in short everything they dreamed
about. None of that will actually make you
happy though, you could the poorest person
on this earth, but still be the happiest, the
most content person. And some people
wonder why? The simple reason is their
thoughts and attitude towards life and by
being poor(the strong good poor people
anyway), please don't think that I'm saying
every poor person is good hearted, because
we all know that poverty breeds violence
and just awful types. Just as you see unhappy
rich or well off people that are grumpy and

hate people, but others are the nicest people,
give the shirt off their back type, and then
even there are the rich posers who like atten-
tion and do good or bad things to create an
image for them (that's mostly with Holly-
wood celebrity types, and socialites, and
even all the way down the chain to small
town humble who think and act like they're
they're the absolute dictator of all people....
You guessed it, those last types irritate me
the most)I still tell myself that I'd change
everything about my teenage rebellion
years, if given an actual opportunity to do so,
I would refuse. I'm not saying that I was good
then or that life is great now, it isn't, far from
it. Yet, it baffles people how optimistic and
upbeat I am, and it all has to do with my atti-
tude towards life. About me, I've had some
pretty bad things happen to me in my life,
and I'm not here to whine about it. 

- Anonymous
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A dvise to a younger me? "Brace yourself. Question everything, and don't settle for an
answer until you've explored every possible known avenue. Stand up for yourself and
the beliefs you have ingrained inside of you naturally and the ones you choose to adopt.
Patience will not come easy for you, this will be something you must learn, and then
learn to control. You have more capabilities than anyone is willing to tell you about,
and it must be your own desire to seek these out. Things are not as they appear, nor
are they as others want you to think. Embrace this knowledge and create your desires-
even if no one is there to encourage and support you. When in doubt-look up. When
you fail-get up. When you achieve-celebrate. Live each day as if there is no tomorrow.
It's okay to have regrets, mistakes and hardships-don't let them kill you, or keep you
down- these are tests of strength and abilities. Prove others wrong but do it gracefully.
Be thankful for what you have- and be thankful for what you don't. Challenge yourself
and find peace in your choices. You may think you are lost at times, but trust me-when
I tell you to trust in yourself above all else. Develop the legacy you want to leave."

- Christine
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DUDE, LOOK AROUND YOU. LOOK AT THE TREES AND FRUITS. IF
YOU DON’T LIKE THE HARVEST, DON’T EVER SOW THE SEED.

- Feyisayo

Listen to your parents.
Don't be afraid just go for it.

Set goals.
- Arthur

Be curious, never stop asking why!
- James

My first piece of advise
would be to try harder,
to do more sports and
to follow through
more. Not that I am

not working to make myself happy
right now, its just that I reflect what
it would be like if I did follow through
or took different opportunities

- Scott
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- How're you doing, kid?
- Look, I don't have any money.
- I'm not asking for change, I just want to talk
to you.
- Can I help you?
- Actually, I'm here to help YOU.
- Do I know you?
- I am you in 2012.
- Wow, what happened to me? Where's your
other shoe? You're not here to tell me to study
harder, are you?
- We both know you just can't.
- So what brings you here?
- I want to tell you something depressing.
- Great. What is it?
- I never saw my older self as a kid, so what-
ever choices you make will affect a brand new
reality. In other words, nothing you do will
change the choices I've made.
- So when you said you were me in the future,
you meant you're a totally separate person.
- Yeah I guess.
- And are you stuck in this new universe with
me, or are you going back to the other one?
- I don't know, ok? I just got here, somehow.
I'm not a theoretical physicist, obviously.
- If talking to me won't affect your life, then
why are you doing this?
- I didn't get in the time machine on purpose.
But I'm here now, so out of curiosity I've de-
cided to meet my younger self and share my

experience and wisdom.
- So what's the depressing thing you wanted
to tell me?
- The depressing thing is that I've given a shot
at a lot of activities and we don't seem to
have a special ability whatsoever.
- Really? What about making movies?, I al-
ways pictured myself as a creative movie di-
rector.
- That, I haven't tried.
- What about music? Are you still playing the
piano?
- Nope. It was hopeless.
- I'm getting the feeling that you haven't se-
riously tried to accomplish anything. You've
wasted our talent and snuffed out every
dream we've had, just by being so fucking
lazy.
- I guess you're right.
- So what else can you tell me?
- I met a great woman. So that's something
you can expect for yourself.
- Did you bring a picture?
- Sure.
- She looks like a man.
- It's not her best picture.
- Ok. Anything else to share with me from the
future?
– Yeah. Scientific knowled-... oh shit here I
go! Bye kid!!

- Gerald

Regrets In Life
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IWOULD NOT WRITE A FULL LETTER TO MY
YOUNGER SELF, A TEXT MESSAGEWOUND BE
ENOUGH, AS MY ADVICE IS JUST ONE WORD : 

“DARE”
- Elisabeth

Your body is the youngest it will ever be…
…and your mind is the wisest it has ever been. 
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Thank you for reading.
Live without regrets!

www.regretsinlife.com

- Jay Kaye 
contact@jaykaye.com
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